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“

The second screen for Opsporing Verzocht is
a good example of our ambitions to involve the
public in solving crimes. Capgemini helped us
enormously in coming up with, designing and
developing this. We are extremely satisfied with
the end result and the first user results, which
enable us to solve cases faster.”
Ron de Milde
Program director IMDM police

Capgemini supports police in crime-solving
Second screen a handy
tool for television viewer

‘Opsporing Verzocht’ is a popular Dutch television program in which the police
appeal to the public for help in solving police cases. Video footage, police
reports and witness statements are used to briefly explain a case to the public.
Viewers are then presented with a number of concrete questions which the
police would like answered. It is part of the police’s policy to actively seek
cooperation with the public in solving crimes. In this context, the police and
Capgemini developed a ‘second screen’ for the Opsporing Verzocht program.

40,000 visitors
During the television broadcast, viewers can go to live.politie.nl on the second
screen to have another look at the information and photos presented and give direct
answers to the specific questions posed during the program. Using a special button
they can also pass on tips and view the status of police cases from previous episodes.
The second screen has been in use since November 11, 2014 and, after just three
broadcasts, has already drawn 40,000 visitors, who have provided 238 extra tips.
User panels were involved in developing the screen to provide the Scrum development
team with valuable feedback for a site that works optimally.

the way we do it

Strategic partner
The introduction of this second screen is part of the police’s multi-channel strategy to
communicate and interact with citizens in a consistent, low-threshold way using multiple
channels. The project was started after a brainstorming session with the police’s
‘Comprehensive Media Policy and Digital Media’ (IMDM) program. This program
received the Computable Partner of the Year Award in November 2013. Capgemini
supports the police in this program with advice and realization in numerous areas.
Among other things, IMDM launched the new www.politie.nl website on January 1,
2013 in the context of the formation of the National Police, a website which was nominated for the Metrixlab Website of the Year Award.
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The police are always there. For a
safer Netherlands. The police
protect democracy, enforce the
law and are the authorities on the
street. Where necessary the police
offer a helping hand. They take
imperative action in emergency
situations. Where others take a
step back, the police step forward.
If necessary using force, putting
their own lives in danger if need
be. The police work actively with
citizens and partners. Their eyes
and ears are open to what is
happening in society. The police
are there for everyone. Vigilant and
ready to serve.
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